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Abstract

Our linguistically annotated American Sign Language (ASL) corpora have formed a basis for research to automate detection by computer of essential linguistic information conveyed through facial expressions and head movements. We have tracked head position and facial deformations, and used computational learning to discern specific grammatical markings. Our ability to detect, identify, and temporally localize the occurrence of such markings in ASL videos has recently been improved by incorporation of (1) new techniques for deformable model-based 3D tracking of head position and facial expressions, which provide significantly better tracking accuracy and recover quickly from temporary loss of track due to occlusion; and (2) a computational learning approach incorporating 2-level Conditional Random Fields (CRFs), suited to the multi-scale spatio-temporal characteristics of the data, which analyses not only low-level appearance characteristics, but also the patterns that enable identification of significant gestural components, such as periodic head movements and raised or lowered eyebrows. Here we summarize our linguistically motivated computational approach and the results for detection and recognition of nonmanual grammatical markings; demonstrate our data visualizations, and discuss the relevance for linguistic research; and describe work underway to enable such visualizations to be produced over large corpora and shared publicly on the Web.
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1. Overview

The linguistic annotation that has been carried out over the last 20 years or so by the American Sign Language Linguistic Research Project (ASLLRP) on video data collected from native users of American Sign Language (ASL) has included close attention to facial expressions and head gestures that can convey essential linguistic information. We have annotated, for example, events involving changes in eyebrow configuration, eye aperture, and head position—distinguishing the "onset" and "offset" phases, where relevant, of types of specific events (such as raised or lowered eyebrows, or head nods/shakes). Furthermore, we have labeled the linguistic information signaled by various combinations of these behaviors (topics, negation, multiple types of questions, if/when clauses, relative clauses, and so on) (Neidle 2002; Neidle 2007).

Our annotated corpora have formed a basis not only for linguistic research, but also for research to automate sign language detection by computer (e.g., Drew et al. 2008; Neidle et al. 2000). The ability to recognize linguistic information conveyed nonmanually is, of course, essential for computer-based sign language recognition and other types of applications (including, but not limited to, automatic translation) that rely upon such recognition. The general approach described here to recognition of nonmanual grammatical markers in ASL would be applicable, as well, to other signed languages.

In our earlier work, we tracked the position of the head and deformations of the face, and we used computer learning, based on the annotations of human transcribers from high-quality video images of native ASL signers, to develop the ability to discern and differentiate markings of topics, conditional clauses, negation, wh-questions, and yes-no questions, and we achieved fairly good success (Liu et al. 2013; Metaxas et al. 2012; Michael et al. 2011).

Our ability to detect, identify, and temporally localize the occurrence of nonmanual grammatical markings in ASL videos has recently been improved by incorporation of two principal innovations: (1) Newly developed techniques for deformable model-based 3D tracking, from a single video track, of head position and facial expressions (Liu et al. in press); and (2) A computational learning approach incorporating 2-level Conditional Random Fields (CRFs (Lafferty, McCallum, and Pereira 2001)) that is suited to the multi-scale spatio-temporal characteristics of the data (Liu et al. 2014). The computational analyses also enable us to produce visualizations showing the positions, over time, of the major articulators.

In Section 2, we summarize our current, linguistically motivated, computational approach, and the overall success rates now achieved for detection and discrimination of nonmanual grammatical markers. Section 3 addresses the computer-generated visualizations that we are now able to produce and their potential
value for linguistic research. In Section 4, we briefly describe work now underway to enable such visualizations to be produced over large corpora and shared publicly on the Web—as an extension of the interface described in (Neidle and Vogler 2012).

2. Computational Approach

Our current approach is summarized here. For further details about the methods and results, see Liu et al. (2014).

2.1. New tracking methods

Precise analysis of facial expressions, requiring the capture of spatio-temporal characteristics of facial events, has long been a challenging problem in computer vision. Most previous methods have been developed in controlled laboratory environments, with near-frontal faces and hardly any occlusions. For obvious reasons, these methods cannot be applied directly to ASL videos more generally, since large head movements and partial occlusions frequently occur while a subject is signing. Large and varied head movements would result in serious feature distortions of facial events. To address this problem, we take a 3D approach whereby facial expressions can be represented in a pose-invariant way.

We use a 3D deformable model-based face tracker that twines facial point localization and head pose estimation in a unique 3D shape model. Our two-stage cascaded 3D deformable shape face model localizes facial landmarks, allowing large head pose variations (Yu et al. 2013). For deformation, the first step uses mean-shift local search with a constrained local model (CLM) to achieve the global optimum. The second step uses component-wise deformable models to refine the subtle shape variation. From a single video track, we obtain 2D image coordinates of 66 facial landmarks, the corresponding 3D face shape, as well as 3 head rotations (i.e., pitch, yaw, and roll). Then feature extraction, representations, and comparisons are carried out in 3D space.

Our face tracker is capable of tracking facial expressions in the presence of large head rotations (over 30 degrees) and occlusions of the face by the hands that may occur during signing. The use of the 3D face model eliminates the alignment procedure required in 2D approaches (e.g., Active Shape Models (ASM) (Ari, Uyar, and Akarun 2008) and Active Appearance Models (AAM) (Forster et al. 2012)), which often leads to errors in head pose and expression features, restricting use of such 2D approaches to videos with small head pose variations.

See Yu et al. (2013) for comparisons of the tracking accuracy of our current 3D face tracker with that of some state-of-the-art 2D techniques, including those we have used in our previous work on recognition of nonmanual markers in ASL. In all cases, the 3D method reduces the error rate by at least 50%. When tested on three public datasets (LFW (Huang et al. 2007), LFPW (Belhumeur et al. 2011), and AFW (Zhu and Ramanan 2012)), the multiple-ASM tracker (the best of the 2D trackers) and our current 3D tracker had mean average pixel errors for the facial landmark image locations as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset tested</th>
<th>Multiple-ASM (2D) tracker</th>
<th>Our 3D tracker</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LFW</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>3.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LFPW</td>
<td>17.33</td>
<td>7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFW</td>
<td>20.33</td>
<td>9.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Multiple-ASM (2D) tracker vs. our 3D tracker: comparison of mean pixel error rate when tested on three public corpora

We cannot provide definitive validation of the tracking for this ASL dataset, since ground truth of the locations of the facial landmarks is not available. However, the tracking appears to be working well (based on human observations) except in 12 extreme cases out of 161, where it fails: 10 video clips had severe occlusions (in which 60% of the face is occluded for over 15 frames), and 2 had large head rotations (over 60 degrees). In these cases, however, because we are using a model-based tracker, we know that the tracking has failed (because of abrupt shape changes to the model). We, therefore, are able to reinitialize the tracker, as compared with 2D methods, where this is not possible. Thus, our face tracker provides a timely tracking failure alarm and recovers quickly from temporary loss of track, thereby resulting in significantly better tracking accuracy.

2.2. Computational learning approach

Whereas previous approaches to detection of linguistic information expressed nonmanually have generally focused on low-level appearance-based features found in individual video frames (e.g., Grossman and Kegl 2006; Michael, Neidle, and Metaxas 2010; Nguyen and Ranganath 2008; Piater, Hoyoux, and Du 2010; Rodomagoulakis et al. 2011), temporal patterning over domains of variable length is also extremely important. For example, periodic head movements (nods and shakes) are an important component in the expression of many types of linguistic information. However, evaluation of a head nod or head shake requires consideration of a pattern that occurs over a time period that can vary considerably in length. Thus, we need an approach that is well suited to the multi-scale spatio-temporal characteristics of the data, one that combines low-level appearance-based features and high-level features that involve recognition of particular types of gestures—such as events involving raised or lowered eyebrows, head nods, or head shakes—and linguistically motivated evaluation of their specific characteristics and temporal phases.

We use a computational learning approach that incorporates 2-level Conditional Random Fields (CRFs
(Lafferty, et al. 2001)). At the first level of the CRF, we attend to the low-level features, based on facial geometry and appearance as well as head pose, obtained through accurate 3D deformable model-based tracking. At the second level, we learn to recognize some of the major component events that are typically found as part of the nonmanual expressions that convey specific types of grammatical information, such as raised/lowered eyebrows and head nods/shakes. Furthermore, we partition these events into their temporal phases, so that we can, for example, separate out the anticipatory movements (as the articulators get into position) from the linguistically significant region of the event; see Figure 1. We also identify the relevant characteristics of the various types of events. For example, for periodic head movements, variations in frequency and amplitude can correlate with different types of grammatical markings. Negation typically involves a side-to-side head shake; however, this head shake differs in appearance from the slight rapid head shake that is sometimes found over at least part of a wh-question; see Figure 2. We then use this multi-scale, spatio-temporal combination of low- and high-level features, in combination with the linguistically annotated corpus, to learn to detect specific linguistically important markers and to determine the temporal extent of those markings (Liu, et al. 2014; Liu, et al. 2013). Our current overall framework is shown schematically in Figure 3.

2.3. Recognition of NMMs

The new tracking and computational learning methods described above provide substantial improvements over previous methods in identification, discrimination, and temporal localization of nonmanual grammatical markers in ASL. Compared with a baseline method using only low-level features, the use of the 2-level CRF improved recognition accuracy by 20%.

Currently we validate our system on recognition of 5 major types of NMMs in 85 utterance-length videos collected at Boston University by C. Neidle and her research group. The recognition results were evaluated on a test set that contained 55 instances of topic/focus marking, 16 conditional/when clauses, 35 negations, 7 wh-questions, and 5 yes/no questions. As shown in the confusion matrix in Table 2, about 90% of those NMMs were correctly detected and identified; 4% were not picked up; and 6% were detected but misidentified (and all those examples involved confusion between conditional/when clauses and either topics (5 cases) or a yes/no question (1 case); these markings are very similar in appearance, all including raised eyebrows). In addition, there were 3 instances of false positives, where NMMs were detected that had not been identified as such in the annotations.

For details about improvements in temporal accuracy resulting from the use of the new methods, and for comparisons with the success rates for NMM recognition obtained from previous methods, see Liu et al. (2014).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results of detection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Confusion matrix of NMM recognition: Wh (Wh-question), Neg (Negation), Top (Topic/Focus), Y/N (Yes/no question), C/W (Conditional/when clause), NM (no marker)

3. Computer-generated Visualizations

3.1. Visualizations that can now be produced

Figure 4 shows graphs for two example sentences illustrating degrees of eyebrow height and eye aperture, as well as 3D head position. The purple lines in the bottom graphs represent the temporal extent of manual signs, for which English-based glosses are also displayed. The 5 types of NMMs that we are currently detecting are also displayed in the visualizations that are produced from the computational analysis. Although still images are illustrated in this figure, these are actually videos that can be advanced frame by frame, with the video alignment indicator marking the current frame in the graphs.

3.2. Potential value for linguistic research

The nonmanual channel plays a vital role in the expression of various kinds of linguistic and paralinguistic information. Although this has received a fair amount of attention in the linguistic literature since about the 1970’s (Baker 1976; Baker 1979; Baker and Cokely 1980; Baker and Padden 1978; Liddell 1978; Liddell 1980; Neidle, et al. 2000; Sandler 2010; Wilbur 2000, among many others), precise analysis over large data samples has been limited by the unavailability of appropriate tools.

The need to quantify observations has been felt. This has led to various approaches involving painstaking techniques for measurement and annotation by humans. For example, Grossman and Kegl (2006) used SignStream® to record impressionistically-assigned numerical values for degrees of eyebrow height; Weast (2008) used a “Screen Calipers tool” to measure pixels, by hand, in order to determine eyebrow height; the 3500 measurements for this study of 270 sentences took about 170 hours.

The possibility of producing computer-generated measurements of nonmanual components of sign language in temporal relation to the production of manual signs, for substantial data sets, opens up exciting possibilities for types of linguistic research on signed languages that have never before been possible, as well
Figure 1: Detection of high-level (linguistically motivated) events—such as periodic head movements (here: head shake) and eyebrow gestures (here: raised eyebrows)—and partitioning of events into temporal phases to enable identification of the portion(s) that are of linguistic significance.

Figure 2: Analysis of the temporal patterns and properties of such detected events. For example, the head shake that occurs with negation is quite different (with respect to amplitude, velocity, peak value) from the slight rapid head shake that is sometimes found within wh-questions.

Figure 3. Overview of our current approach
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as for cross-modality comparisons of various kinds (e.g., comparing the changes in eyebrow height in signed languages with intonation contours in spoken languages). These methods would be similarly applicable to the analysis of facial expressions and head gestures in spoken language, and thus to various types of comparisons between modalities with respect to the use of the non-manual channel. These results can also be applied to improving the linguistic realism of signing avatars, for which the unnaturalness of nonmanual expressions has been a serious issue (Kacorri, Lu, and Huenerfauth 2013).

4. Sharing Computer-generated Analyses and Visualizations

The ASLRP corpora are shared publicly through a web-based Database Access Interface (DAI) described by Neidle and Vogler (2012). This interface allows easy searching and download of the corpora by gloss, sign type, classifier, and part of speech. Utterance and sign videos in the corpus can be viewed online in real time. The DAI is currently being extended to allow searching for utterances by nonmanual grammatical markers and nonmanual features, and to display the graphs of the computer analysis in the results list. The user can then drill down into each individual result and play back a full video of the computer analysis with the associated graphs.

Figures 5-7 illustrate a representative use case for the extended functionality: A researcher is interested in the kinematics of raised eyebrow movements in ASL, which are an important component of quite a few different NMMs. Starting with the retrieval of examples of topic markers, she selects the “topic/focus” option in the search form (Figure 5). Because eyebrows are the feature of interest, she elects to display thumbnails of the eyebrow graphs in the search results list (Figure 6; other display options are eye aperture and 3D head pose). Together with the rough glosses in this list, the graphs allow the researcher to see at a glance where in the utterances the topic markers occur, and if they exhibit the typical eyebrow movement pattern. The thumbnail with the dual occurrence of topic markers catches her attention, and she would like to investigate this utterance in more detail. She clicks on the graph to bring up a full-resolution video showing the graphs and tracking of the facial markers in detail, frame by frame (Figure 7). She can subsequently repeat the process for the other grammatical constructions of interest and see at a glance whether the eyebrow movement patterns are similar to the ones seen for topics, or whether they differ.

Sharing the data via the web-based DAI, rather than merely making the annotations and video files available for download, offers several compelling advantages. First, it makes the data accessible to a much wider audience, including those who have no expertise in using linguistic annotation software, and it works out of the box in a web browser, which everyone has installed, as opposed to requiring the installation of special-purpose software. Second, the DAI has been designed for efficient search and retrieval over large corpora, and correlating linguistic phenomena across different annotation files and videos is much quicker and easier than it is with standalone software. Third, because of the nature of the web, referencing a specific linguistic phenomenon (e.g., a topic marker seen in a specific utterance) is as simple as sharing a link with a collaborator or student, which allows them to bring up the utterance in question with a single click; bringing up the same utterance in annotation software, in contrast, takes many more steps.
Figure 5. Search interface for nonmanual events or grammatical markers

Figure 6. Illustration of Search Results

Figure 7. Video playback screen: the alignment indicator in the graph shows the position of the current video frame
5. Conclusions

We have summarized here new methods for computer-based detection of nonmanual grammatical markers in ASL, reported in greater detail in Liu et al. (2014). Such methods could readily be applied, as well, to the analysis of other signed languages, as well as to the production of nonmanual expressions used in conjunction with spoken languages.

These methods rely on computational learning, using a 2-level CRF that incorporates both low-level features and linguistically motivated higher-level features associated with types of head motion and eyebrow events that occur over varying spatio-temporal scales. The extraction of both the low- and high-level features benefits from a new 3D deformable face tracker, which achieves greater accuracy in tracking facial landmarks and head position than has been possible with even the best 2D approaches.

Visualizations of the results of the computational analyses, which can be run on large corpora, can also be generated. We plan to make these publicly available in conjunction with our web-accessible corpora. The availability of such materials offers great potential for use in linguistic research on the nonmanual components of ASL.
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